
 
 
Goals/Objectives/Student Outcomes: 
Students will: 
• Gain an awareness of the history of American labor  
and Iowa's role in that history. 
• Recognize various symbols and images that represent 
workers. 
• Identify job opportunities available to Iowa women. 
• Use the hands-on activities to experience various job skills. 

Materials: 
1. Magazines 
2. Scissors and tape 
3. The Goldfinch articles and worksheets 
4. Newspapers 

Background: 
How workers view themselves and how others view them reflects both 
the changing relationships among workers and the changing attitudes 
of their observers. 
Artists, advertisers, publishers and politicians often have depicted 
"labor" as a distinct group of people. To promote their own interests in 
the workplace and the community, workers formed organizations. 
Many workers, proud of their accomplishments, had their portraits 
painted. These portraits often depicted the workers with their tools 
and work clothes. This illustrated their status in the community, and 
expressed the prevailing sentiment that the future of the United States 
depended on its workers. 
The development of photography allowed more people to have their 
portraits done. By the end of the 19th century, more workers chose to 
be photographed with their families instead of their tools. This 
underscored the declining status of the worker in a society where 
status was based on wealth rather than an occupation. 
Popular images have influenced the way Americans view labor. Early 
artisans adopted symbols used by European craft guilds to show 
commitment to their craft. The artisans of the late 1700s were  
 

 
represented by leather aprons, a symbol of skill and respect. After the 
Civil War, groups like the Knights of Labor organized industrial workers. 
By the late 19th century, workers were depicted as victims of 
industrialization, wearing overalls and mechanic's hats. By 1900 trade 
unions often used a picture of two hands clasped in a hand-shake to 
represent solidarity. Some unions held radical views and called for 
a restructuring of society. An arm and hammer often symbolized 
these groups. 
Sometimes portrayals of workers were negative, showing labor 
unions and workers as obstacles to progress. Immigrant, African-
American, and women workers were sometimes depicted as 
unflattering stereotypes. In the 20th century, the factory worker—or 
the "working stiff"—became the image for labor. 
To encourage productivity and loyalty during World War II, posters 
emphasized workers' strength. Later, artists used the symbols of the 
construction worker and the hard hat to represent labor. Today, labor 
symbols and advertising show that unions are for everyone, 
regardless of race or gender. 
Unions have been successful in Iowa from the mid-19th century to 
the present. John L. Lewis, a man from the Iowa coal fields, was an 
important national labor figure from 1920 to 1960, when he was 
president of the United Mine Workers of America. He also founded 
the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO). 
As Iowa's industrial base expanded in the 1930s and 1940s, laws 
affecting workers were passed at the state and federal levels. After 
the passage of the Wagner Act in 1935, unions gained the right to 
bargain collectively. In 1947, when the Iowa legislature was enacting 
a "a right to work" law, thousands of workers took a "holiday" to 
protest at the state capitol. 
By 1900 increasing numbers of women were seeking employment 
outside the home. Many of these women were young and single. 
They discovered that some jobs, considered inappropriate for 
women, were unavailable to them. Women most frequently found 
jobs in industries making garments, candy, buttons, and mattresses. 
Others worked as clerks in shops and offices. Women were often 
hired because employers could pay them lower wages and because 
women were less likely to unionize. 
It was commonly thought that women did not need to earn higher 
wages because they could be supported by husbands and fathers. In 
reality, many women supported their families, sometimes all by 
themselves. Women often became clerical and community workers. 



Iowans found work in a variety of businesses and industries. Certain 
jobs, such as coal mining, were dangerous. Sometimes it took a 
disaster, like the one at the Lost Creek Mine, to improve safety 
measurers. Railroad workers were among the first to organize 
unions in Iowa. A long tradition of book, magazine, newspaper, and 
calendar publishing in the state created jobs in the printing trades. 
Workers such as carpenters in the building trades constructed 
buildings, bridges, and other structures around the state. 

Vocabulary 
Some of the terms below were coined in the 19th century when men 
were by far the predominant trade workers. The following vocabulary 
therefore reflects this male bias. 
Apprentice: A person learning a trade or occupation. 
Artisan: A person manually skilled in making a particular product. 
Brotherhood: All members of a specific profession or trade; an 
association of people united for a common purpose. 
Capitalist economy: An economic system in which individuals or 
companies, rather than government, own most factories and 
businesses, and laborers produce products for a wage. 
Guild: A medieval association of artisans. 
Journeyman: One who has served an apprenticeship and is a 
qualified worker in another's employ. 
Labor: Workers, the laboring class; the trade union movement. 
Master: A worker qualified to teach apprentices and to carry on his or 
her craft independently. 
Solidarity: A union of interests, purposes, or sympathies among 
members of a group. 
Strike: To cease working to obtain specific conditions from  
an employer. 
Stereotype: An image or idea that is considered typical of a group, 
but may not be true of individuals in the group. 
Trade: Occupation, especially one requiring skilled labor; craft. 
Trade union: A labor union or an association of trade workers to 
promote and protect the rights of their members. 

Procedure: 
1. Ask students to read introductory material from The Goldfinch. 
2. When people introduce themselves to others they often began by 
describing what they do for a living. This indicates that for many 
people, their job is an important part of their identity, like their name. 
Ask students how this compares to past attitudes about work. 
Encourage students to ask their parents or some other adults to 
describe themselves to you as though you were meeting for the first 
time. Ask students to see or they include information about their work. 
3. Have students interview parents, grandparents, and great-
grandparents about the jobs they have held. Students can bring their 
findings to class and with their classmates develop a master chart of 
years and occupations. Have students study the chart to see if they 
can draw any conclusions about labor from the chart. 
4. Make a book of images that represent labor. Students can do their 
own illustrations based on what images they can find in newspapers 
and magazines. Use the bibliography of resources to think of more  
ideas. What symbols could be used to represent workers in the 1990s? 

5. Some Iowa industries have experienced strikes, plant closings, and 
layoffs. You can read about these events in newspapers. Check your 
local library for microfilmed newspapers for the years 1935 to 1940 to 
see if your area was affected by a strike. Discuss the following 
questions with students: Why were the workers on strike? What were 
their needs? How did the company owners respond to those need? 
How did the strike end? 

Assessment of Outcomes: 
Complete interviews with parents and grandparents and develop a 
master chart of occupations. Have students hypothesize why certain 
occupations are mentioned and others are not. Help them compare 
and contrast occupations in past time periods with today's 
occupations. Have them extrapolate from their observations and 
project what occupations will exist and what labor unions will be like in 
the next century. 

Extensions and Adaptations: 
Have students perform the play "STRIKE!" from "Labor in Iowa," The 
Goldfinch 10 (February 1989): 10. 
Have students research labor issues in their county or community. 
Look on the reference shelf in your library for the Directory of Iowa 
Manufacturers. Ask who is the biggest employer in your community. 
What would happen if the plant was closed? If workers could not find 
other jobs, discuss what impact this would have on other businesses 
in the community. 

Resources: 
"Early Manufacturing." The Goldfinch 2 (November 1980). (SHSI) 
George Gerson Korson. John L. Lewis, Young Militant Labor Leader. 
Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merril, 1970. (Children's book) 200 pp. illus. (SHSI) 
"Labor in Iowa." The Goldfinch 10 (February 1989). (SHSI) 
"Working Women in Iowa." The Goldfinch 8 (November 1986). (SHSI) 
Harry Booth. "You Got to Go Ahead and Get Killed: Lost Creek Re-
membered." The Palimpsest 7l (Fall 1990): 118-125. (SHSI, PL) 
Merle Davis. "Horror at Lost Creek: A 1902 Coal Mine Disaster." The 
Palimpsest 71 (Fall 1990): 98-117. (SHSI, PL) 
Mary Allison Farley. "Iowa Women in the Workplace." The Palimpsest 
67 (January/February 1986): 2-16, 21-27. (SHSI, PL) 
Dorothy Schwieder. Black Diamonds: Life and Work in Iowa's Coal 
Mining Communities, 1895-1925. Ames: Iowa State University Press, 
1983. 203 pp. (SHSI, PL) 
"Perspectives on Sioux City." The Annals of Iowa 50 (Fall 1989/ 
Winter 1990). (SHSI, PL). 
H. Shelton Stromquist. A Generation of Boomers: The Pattern of 
Railroad Labor Conflict in Nineteenth-Century America. Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 1987. (SHSI) 
The Last Pony Mine. (16mm film) Iowa State University, 1971. 23 min. 
(Area Education Agency, State Library) 
Yesterday and Today: The Labor Movement in Iowa. (16mm film) 
1978. 23 min. (State Library)



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 
 


